Exact octagons, i.e. circular eight-term exact sequences, have cropped up recently in a few places in the literature. Papers of the author [11] , and implicitly [10] , the book of M. Warshauer [14] , and the notes [5] , all contain exact octagons. The first three references involve octagons of Witt groups of quadratic and other kinds of forms, the last reference extending the octagons to the setting of L-groups, i.e. surgery obstruction groups.
Clifford algebras and periodicity
Let K be a field of characteristic not equal to 2. Let q: V -> K be a non-singular quadratic form defined on a finite-dimensional IT-space V. Let C(q) be the Clifford algebra of q. See [8] , chapter 5, or [6] for basic definitions and results on Clifford algebras. For the standard results on periodicity see [1] and [8] , chapter 5. Further results on periodicity may be found in [2] , [7] , [12] but this paper requires no specific knowledge of these.
The algebra C(q) has two involutions naturally defined on it. (The word involution is used in this paper to mean an anti-automorphism of period 2.) These two involutions, denoted J e for e = 1 or e = -1, are defined by J e (x) = ex for all ze V. Note that the composite map J t o J_ ls which will henceforth be denoted by a, is an automorphism of period 2. The standard Z 2 -grading of C(q) is completely determined by a.
The notation (A, J) will be used to denote an algebra A equipped with an involution J. The algebras with involution (C(q), J e ) are those of interest in this paper.
The following is a standard result on Clifford algebras. 
Also by repeated application of Proposition 2, But it is easy to check that C 8 -0 ^ M U K for any K. Also, by calculating the dimension of the subspace of <7 8>0 fixed by J e it is easily seen that J e is of orthogonal type, e = 1 or -1, i.e. is the adjoint of a symmetric form. This completes the proof. Comment 1. There is always a full eightfold periodicity which does not degenerate into a lower-order periodicity for any kind of field. This is in contrast to the ungraded and Z 2 -graded cases, where the periodicity can reduce to order 4 or 2 for certain kinds of field.
The periodicity of Clifford algebras from the viewpoint of algebras with involution does not seem to occur explicitly in the literature except for [13] , which looks at the special cases of the real and complex numbers. [4] or [9] . In particular, the Witt groups of non-singular hermitian forms over (C r+8> s , J e ) and (C r '",J e ) will be isomorphic. Another version of periodicity, which is important for the construction of exact octagons, arises again from Proposition 2. Let aeK, a 4= 0 and q 0 = < -a,a), a twodimensional hyperbolic form. Let q be any non-singular quadratic form over K. Consider the following infinite sequence of quadratic forms q n {n -1,2,3,...), given
a^ n ^ I, n being a positive integer, i.e. start with q and alternately add one-dimensional forms < -a) and (a) to obtain an infinite sequence. PROPOSITION (-a,a, -a,a, -a, a, -a,a) . It is easily checked that C(4^0) ~ M 19 K and that J e is an orthogonal type involution on C(4q 0 ).
Comment. As earlier, it follows that (C(q r+a ),J e ) and (C(q r ), J e ) are hermitian Morita equivalent. This implies that the infinite sequence of Witt groups of hermitian forms over (C(q r ), J e ) (r = 1, 2,3,...) is a periodic sequence of period 8.
Exact octagons
Let C(q r ) be as in § 1, and let W(C(q r ), J e ) be the Witt group of non-singular hermitian forms over C(q r ). (Briefly, the Witt group is defined by first taking the Grothendieck group of isometry classes of non-singular hermitian forms and then defining a Witt equivalence relation in such a way that the forms having Witt class zero are precisely those which contain a submodule equal to its own orthogonal complement.) The Witt group of non-singular skew-hermitian forms over C(q r ) will also be considered and this will be denoted by W_ x {C(q r ), J e ).
There is, for each r, a natural homomorphism U r : W(C(q r ),J e )^-W(C(q r+1 ), J e ) defined as follows:
Given (j>: M x M -> C(q r ), a non-singular hermitian form over (C(q r ), J e ), M being a right C(q )-module, the form
Note that because of the way the sequence (q r ) is constructed it follows that C(q r ) embeds in C(q r+1 ) in a natural way and </>(x, y) e C(q r ) can thus be identified with an element of C(q r+1 ). Then it is easily checked that N ® C C is isomorphic to M and that U r _ x^r is isometric to <j>. All that is now left to complete the proof of Proposition 5 is the following lemma. Proof. The isomorphism will be given by a hermitian Morita equivalence [3] from (C, J_ x ) to (C, J x ) . To obtain this equivalence it is necessary to have a C ' -C bimodule progenerator B together with a form h: BxB-> C, h hermitian over (C, J x ), with h admitting (C", J_ x ) in the sense that h(zu, v) = h(u, z J -*v) for all u,veB, ze C". Given a hermitian form ^ over {G",J_j), (j>: M xM -> G", M a right C"-module, then the hermitian Morita equivalence gives a form over (C, J x ) defined on the right (7-module M ® c .Bhy
D. W. LEWIS PROPOSITION 5. There is a long exact sequence of Witt groups and group homomorphisms • • • > mC(q r -i), J-i)-^ W(C(q r ), J_ x ) -^ W(C(q r+1 ), J_ X )^X ....

Proof. For convenience write C -C(q r _ x ), C = C(q r ), 0" = C(q r+1
for all x,yeM, u,veB. A suitable choice for B is to take B = C", which may be viewed as a free right C-module of rank 2, with basis {l,e}, and which has a left C"-module structure defined as follows, Regard C" as being contained in C" in the obvious way. Denote the C"-action on C" by * and define A*c' = Ac' if AeC", c' eC (i.e. ordinary multiplication in C"), and define/* c' = ey(c') for all c' e C, where y is given by yfa + ec' 2 ) = c[ -ec' 2 (writing c' = c[ + ec' 2 for c'^c^eC). Since any A e C" can be expressed in the form A = A x +/A 2 for A 1; A 2 e C", the C"-action on C" is now defined in the obvious way.
[Comment-the motivation for this definition of the (7"-module structure on C comes from using Proposition 1 to give an isomorphism of G" with G ® K C ({-a,a) ) and the isomorphism C (( -a, a) Clearly gofis the identity map since 1*1 = 1. Also fog is the identity map because
Thus/is a C-module isomorphism. Furthermore
so that/is an isometry of d{U r {(j>)) and T</>. This proves the lemma. 
WiCJJ
Proof. Because of the comment at the end of § 1 the long exact sequence of Proposition 5 reduces to an exact octagon. By Morita theory the Witt groups in the long sequence can be rewritten as those in the above octagon and the appropriate mappings T, U are the natural ones described above. Comment 1. Taking q = <a> yields G = K(Ja), G' = M 2 K and, using a Morita equivalence of M 2 K with K, the above octagon becomes the first exact sequence of [10] which is really a 'degenerate octagon', in fact an octagon with three zero terms. Taking q = (b), where (a,b/K) is a quaternion division algebra so that C = K{^b), C' = (a,b/K), yields the second exact sequence of [10] for (a,b/K) with maximal subfield K(^jb). This, again, is a degenerate octagon, having one zero term.
The symmetry pattern of the sequences of [10] is thus seen to be that of Clifford algebra periodicity for algebras with involution.
It should also be noted that if J x is used on each C r in Proposition 5, instead ofJ_ v then a similar long exact sequence arises which reduces to precisely the same octagon as in the corollary.
Comment 2. In [11] exact octagons of Witt groups of equivariant forms are constructed, i.e. forms invariant under a finite group action. Such forms possess an equivariant Clifford algebra, as in [3] , which is like the usual Clifford algebra with a group action defined on it in the obvious way. All that has been done should go through
